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Captivating
the consumer
Flamboyant marketing turns heads and helps reinstate a level of airport
class and luxury. Jessica Harvey looks at how this ‘exclusivity’ and
‘premiumness’ has been represented for drinks brands in travel retail.
Grabbing consumer attention by
creating a spectacle has become
crucial to the marketing of drinks
brands in travel retail. But as
each bottling or display strives
to be more captivating than its
neighbouring brand, drinks
companies need to work harder than
ever before to differentiate their
offer as luxurious and premium.

It’s true enough that consumers in travel

Product development and innovation is

retail are always looking for “something

certainly one way of getting noticed.

new that stands out with a different

“The recent launch of Absolut Elyx, our

offering”, said Jean-Philippe Aucher, global

new super-premium vodka, is certainly

duty free and travel retail director, SPI

proof that we continue to lead this

Group (Green Village J67). But, because

development,” said Anders Olsson, director,

of this, “the drinks and spirits category

global travel retail, The Absolut Company

has to constantly challenge and innovate

(Pernod Ricard, Bay Village BAY 4).

its offering to capture travellers’ interest”,

While another effective way to keep a finger

he added. Granted, it can be quite a task.

on the pulse is to evolve and tap into the

But certainly one that keeps the category

mindset of the travelling consumer and

“In the beginning, duty free was mainly

constantly refreshed and on its toes.

simply deliver what it is that they want.

about discounting and savings. Today, it is

Over at St James Distillery (L&L sas, Green

“As the demands of the global consumer

a very different story with a huge market

Village M71), marketing director Janet

expand, so too must the shopping

for premium and luxury products for gifting

Murphy believes that “exclusivity and

experience,” said Steve White, marketing

and self-consumption,” said Steven Sleigh,

premium go hand-in-hand in travel retail,

director, Diageo GTME (Red Village M38/

area director, The Edrington Group (Green

and the traveller needs to be engaged

M39), reminding that everything revolves

Village M53). If the travel retail audience

with a product that is different to anything

around their thirst for brands that both

is constantly looking for something

else in the marketplace”. But how might a

impress and evoke a sense of wonder.

better, does this mean that perceptions of

drinks brand be seen to be different when

“Travel retail provides a valuable

premium have also changed?

so many are trying to do the same thing?

opportunity to reach sophisticated and

01 Bacardi Global Travel Retail is
grabbing attention after taking a quirky
stance with 42Below vodka backing this
year’s Rugby World Cup from September
to October. “As fans arrive in New Zealand
for the tournament they will discover
that the country has been renamed
‘42Belowland – New Zealand in a bottle’,”
said Vinay Golikeri, marketing director,
Bacardi Global Travel Retail.
02 Jason Nussbaum, director of
international marketing, Patrón Spirits:
“Travel retail provides a valuable
opportunity to reach sophisticated and
discerning consumers who are interested
in learning about what’s new.”
03 Jim Perry, Brown-Forman’s managing
director of travel retail, explained that
Finlandia Vodka is making its “longawaited entry into the luxury category
when it introduces its new high-end
vodka, Platinum at the show”.
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discerning consumers who are interested

help a company interact with consumers.

in learning about what’s new,” agreed

John Smailes, marketing director, Pernod

Jason Nussbaum, director of international

Ricard Travel Retail Europe, said: “The

marketing, Patrón Spirits (Green Village

recent Ballantine’s Street Impression in

H36). But does it end there? There’s still that

Frankfurt Airport and the The Glenlivet

Holy Grail of premium notoriety to attain

Master Distiller’s Reserve Launch in World

and the conundrum of how to achieve it.
According to White, Diageo’s Reserve

04

Duty Free are both great examples of this.”
In terms of success of sales value versus

Collection “exemplifies the qualities of

expectation, the launch of The Glenlivet

excellence, rarity and status that modern

Master Distiller’s Reserve has been a real

luxury shoppers require in their demand

hero of brand execution. “One of our more

for affordable luxury”. But that’s not all;

flamboyant promotional activities would

the real mark of success comes also from

be the Havana Club Dance Revolution held

the relationship a drinks brand owner

on Viking Line,” said Smailes. “In terms

establishes with each airport and its retailers.

of visual impact and distribution, our

“With shared support from retail and

launch of the travel retail exclusive Absolut

airport partners, it is possible for travel

Watkins was certainly very successful.”

retail to deliver some of the most
experiences in the world,” explained White.

‘Innovation, originality
and theatre’

“Diageo has worked closely with its

But what is the measure of success in travel

retail and airport partners to deliver a

retail? Is it volume of sales, or high impact

whole series of highlights from the past

brand awareness, or simply reaching the

year. These include: Tanqueray at JFK;

pinnacle of being seen to be premium?

Johnnie Walker Black Label F1 promotion

Vinay Golikeri, marketing director, Bacardi

– a spectacular experience at a series of

Global Travel Retail (Bay Village BAY 19/

locations worldwide with activations at

BAY 21), suggests it is all about grabbing

Amsterdam and Singapore setting new

attention after taking a quirky stance with

benchmarks for the industry; World Class

42Below vodka backing this year’s Rugby

activation in the BA Lounge at Heathrow;

World Cup from September to October.

Captain Morgan Bar on the Rocks in the

“As fans arrive in New Zealand for

Bahamas; Emporium at Dubai Airport

the tournament they will discover

and the retail transformation of the

that the country has been renamed

engaging, exciting and original shopping

04 Matthew Hodges, marketing and business
development director, Rémy Cointreau Global Travel
Retail: “Rémy Cointreau Global Travel Retail is currently
launching in the Americas and other markets the first
Mount Gay Rum Eclipse Nautical special edition, which
celebrates the historic and present links between the
brand and the sailing community.”
05 William Grant & Sons will continue the roll out of the
global travel retail exclusive 25 Year Old, the premium
12 Year Old, and various cask finishes which highlight
the depth and quality of the brand.
06 St James Distillery is introducing a new premium
brandy aimed exclusively at travellers. Sir George
Vintage Potstill Brandy is a rare vintage brandy from
The Napier Winery in South Africa.
07 Stephen Teeling, global travel retail manager, Cooley
Distillery: “Cooley Distillery is now rolling out two new
18-year-old expressions for its Greenore and Kilbeggan
brands across the global duty free network.”

05

‘42Belowland – New Zealand in a

liquor area with DFS at LAX,” he added.
White also points out that much of

space may not be immediately available

bottle’,” said Golikeri. It is certainly this

For Bombay Sapphire, for instance,

Diageo’s focus is placed on “the increasing

or offer the same level of flamboyancy.

kind of thing that gets talked about.

recognition of an audience being

interest in cocktails and the consumer’s

Pernod Ricard (Bay Village BAY 4) admits

But if brands aren’t grabbing attention

smartphone-savvy has flickered onto

interest in pop-up activations” which have

that it is “inspiring” when a retail partner

with display or novelty, some opt

the radar, so it became high-time brand

increasingly served up a sense of novelty

or an airport authority helps push the

for technological innovation to help

owner Bacardi tapped into its drinker’s

within airports where permanent retail

boundaries in new and innovative ways to

show off their premium credentials.

preferred method of communication.

06

07
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The Bombay Sapphire Collins programme,

then market its rarity. For instance, this

about generating a greater image in the

which is now in its fourth year, is running

year, The Edrington Group is unveiling

Americas, in particular in New York.

throughout the Americas in 2011 and 2012.

The Macallan in Lalique Curiously

Following the success of the travel retail

“The experience is being enhanced this

Small Stills decanter to meet this need.

exclusive Tea Time Martini gift pack, the

year with a free iPhone app available to

“The numbers may be very limited, but

company will also be launching a new

consumers,” said Golikeri, showing that the

[this] will cast a halo of luxury over the

‘Curiositorium’ gift pack for 2012 – a

brand is certainly moving with the times.

brand as a whole,” said Sleigh, adding

good way to monitor sales uplift and

“Today’s sophisticated and experienced

that the company is also introducing

see if all the hard work has paid off.

travellers are seeking new experiences

The Famous Grouse Celebration Blend

Taylor also revealed that, to support Grant’s

from travel retail and are more readily

Decanter to The Famous Grouse family.

whisky’s ongoing focus on premiumisation,

engaged by innovation, originality and

Similarly, “investment in the ‘travel

William Grant & Sons will continue the roll

theatre than the relative bluntness of purely

retail exclusive golden look and feel

out of the global travel retail exclusive 25

value-focused offers,” reiterated White.

for Glenfiddich’ has continued this year

Year Old, the premium 12 Year Old, and

“Innovation and investment in product

with the fourth ‘Glenfiddich Crystal

various cask finishes which highlight the

development and the creation of exciting

Stag Gondola’ placed at JFK T8 with

depth and quality of the brand. Grant’s, a

instore presentations are far more likely

International Shoppes and an ongoing

popular brand, still gets every opportunity

to engage, convert and engender loyalty

installation programme of new wall

to get amongst things in key airport bars

than a simple focus on value alone,”

units, podiums, light-boxes and visual

and offer something in travel retail that

he said, adding that this is only going

assets across the Top 20 key airports and

cannot be purchased elsewhere. This is

to become amplified even more in the

venues,” said William Grant & Sons (Golden

often a formula for many popular drinks

future because “the luxury consumer will

Village GO2) global marketing manager

brands looking to show they can also offer

develop even more importance over the

Ian Taylor. “This travel retail initiative

something a bit special in travel retail.

next decade and travel retail must express

supports the new global advertising

Jim Perry, Brown-Forman’s (Green Village

an environment that meets the needs

campaign, ‘One Day You Will’, Glenfiddich’s

M70) managing director of travel retail,

of these highly demanding shoppers”.

largest global marketing campaign

explained that Finlandia Vodka will make its

If consumer desires for premium drinks

in its 124-year history,” he added.

“long-awaited entry into the luxury category

brands are destined to become greater,

For other William Grant & Sons’-owned

when it introduces its new high-end vodka,

where next for the premium-minded?

brands, such as Hendricks Gin, this

Platinum at the show”. He added that,

Certainly, one way of making a product

year has not only been about cultivating

although “Finlandia is already globally

sought after is to make it limited and

rarity and exclusivity, but has also been

recognised for its quality and taste”, what

09

the brand has required is a luxury vodka
like Platinum to “enhance its reputation
among connoisseurs of high quality spirits”.

Premiumisation
So what other opportunities for

08

premiumisation are being explored? Using
rarity as a selling tool through limited
edition packaging designs can appeal to
collectors, as well as double up as eyecandy for gift buyers. “Stolichnaya Premium
Vodka looks to make a large visual impact
to draw consumers’ eye,” said Aucher.
SPI Group will be showcasing a wide
variety of new Stolichnaya Vodka products,
including new flavour Stoli Chocolat Razberi
– a combination of fresh raspberries and
vanilla-cocoa. The limited edition elit by
Stolichnaya retails at US$3,000 and is
made using the purest water sourced from
the Himalayas; it will be limited to 300
numbered hand-blown Bohemian crystal
bottles with a golden cap in the shape of
an ice pick. Then there’s the revamped,
super-premium vodka, Stoli Gold, with
new packaging, as well as the Premyr
Mixology Collection – a collection of vodkas,
including Blood Orange & Basil, Lychee &
Rose and Ginger, proving that innovation
comes in all sorts of styles and flavours.
When a drinks company revamps and
upgrades its entire collection, it could

08 Steve White, marketing director, Diageo GTME:
“With shared support from retail and airport partners,
it is possible for travel retail to deliver some of
the most engaging, exciting and original shopping
experiences in the world.”
09 SPI Group is showcasing a variety of new
Stolichnaya Vodka products, including the revamped,
super-premium vodka, Stoli Gold, with new packaging.
10 Jose Cuervo will be repositioning its entire
namesake brand in international markets as ‘Cuervo.
The tequila from Tequila’, in an effort to really make
the most of its authenticity and provenance.

be said that it is showing it can offer
‘something for everyone’? But, while
rarity and limited editions are long-time
travel retail favourites, varying each brand
as different and new is a true skill.
“We will use the Cannes platform this
year to launch The Macallan in Lalique
decanter containing very rare 60-yearold whisky, the fourth in the planned
series of six,” explained Sleigh.
He added that The Edrington Group will
also unveil The Naked Grouse, a new
permanent addition to The Famous Grouse
6 – TFWA DAILY
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brass stopper and a 32-page booklet
written by whisky expert Ian Buxton.
“The decanter is filled with a Drambuie

12

expression that uses a minimum of
45-year-old whiskies,” said Will Birkin,
regional manager in global travel retail for
India, the Middle East & Africa, Drambuie,
noting that “only 50 have been created
and the RSP will be upwards of £3,000”.

Launches and innovations
Over at A. de Fussigny Cognac (Red Village
K21), the company is busy launching its XO 24
Carats, a 100% Grande Champagne Cognac,
as well as adding four exclusive vintages –
1969, 1970, 1975 and 1988 – to the portfolio,
while its flagship XO Fine Champagne
family, and Highland Park 1978 Vintage.

will be released in a 3cl cigar tube.

“The team in the Dominican Republic is

In the meantime, William Grant & Sons is

also working on a relaunch of the Brugal

introducing further travel retail exclusives:

Siglo de Oro for later this year, which will

the Glenfiddich Age of Discovery II – a 19

be an excellent premium gifting opportunity

Year Old vintage aged entirely in Bourbon

in global travel retail and, in addition

casks and available in the first quarter

to these, we have a complete relaunch

of 2012, and The Balvenie Tun 1401 – an

of Cutty Sark,” commented Sleigh.

expression which includes rare and precious

In some cases there’s still an element

liquid from a number of casks specially

of traditional quality that is heralded

selected by the industry’s longest-serving

as premium though and it doesn’t

Malt Master David Stewart and married

pander to futuristic innovation, but good

in Tun 1401 at The Balvenie distillery.

old-fashioned aging of fine spirits.

William Grant & Sons is also set to unveil

we can promise some extremely innovative

drinks marketing in travel retail. But

From October, Drambuie (Riviera Village

a new bottle supported by a marketing and

and engaging programmes,” said Taylor.

it is also true that captivation and

RF9) is launching its ultra premium

advertising campaign for Irish Whiskey

In some cases, unique expressions are the

premium perceptions are subjective to

Drambuie variant, The Drambuie Jacobite,

Tullamore Dew, which it purchased last

battle-cry of many a drinks brand in travel

each and every travelling consumer,

which will be available in a solid oak

year. “The new look will form the basis of

retail. “Cooley Distillery is now rolling

and each market they travel through.

giftbox containing a glass, decanter, solid

our promotional activities going forward and

out two new 18-year-old expressions

Luckily, this keeps things interesting.

11 Drambuie is launching its ultra premium Drambuie
variant, The Drambuie Jacobite, which will be available
in a solid oak giftbox containing a glass, decanter, solid
brass stopper and a 32-page booklet written by whisky
expert Ian Buxton.
12 A. de Fussigny Cognac is launching its XO 24 Carats,
a 100% Grande Champagne Cognac, as well as adding
four exclusive vintages – 1969, 1970, 1975 and 1988 – to
the portfolio, while its flagship XO Fine Champagne will
be released in a 3cl cigar tube.
13 Among the products that The Edrington Group
is unveiling is The Naked Grouse, a new permanent
addition to The Famous Grouse family.

first Mount Gay Rum Eclipse Nautical
special edition, which celebrates the
historic and present links between the
brand and the sailing community,” said
Matthew Hodges, marketing and business
development director, Rémy Cointreau
Global Travel Retail (Marine Village Foyer
1A). This highlights the fact that the
brand has roots that are authentic and as
relevant today as they were long ago.
In essence, it may well be true that
getting attention is fundamental to

for its Greenore and Kilbeggan brands
across the global duty free network,”
explained Stephen Teeling, global travel

ANTARCTICA

retail manager, Cooley Distillery (Bord
Bia, Mediterranean Village N17).
Ian Macleod Distillers (Red Village
K22) is launching a new variant of
Glengoyne – a 15-year-old travel retail
exclusive called ‘Distillers Gold’, which
will replace its 14-year-old variant.
Bacardi, meanwhile, is not just ageing
blends, but steeping them in new
botanicals too, which has become its
new focus. “We are particularly excited
about our biggest product launch in
15 years, Bacardí OakHeart, which we
believe will make a dramatic impact
on the spiced rum category when it’s
launched in October,” said Golikeri.
But when drinks companies are looking
at refreshing their brand’s image, in
some cases it’s not a case of rebirth,
but more reiteration of its credentials
for provenance – from where it
originates and for what it represents.

HAVE YOU EVER BEEN THERE?

Jose Cuervo (Riviera Village RA8) will be
repositioning its entire namesake brand
in international markets as ‘Cuervo.
The tequila from Tequila’, in an effort to
really make the most of its authenticity
and provenance – something that the
company feels has long been neglected by
its audience. While remarketing itself, the
brand will also push its ice-cold serve as
the ideal way for it to be enjoyed, showing
hints of old and new within the same
communication. This keeps the brand fresh.
Similarly, “Rémy Cointreau Global
Travel Retail is currently launching in
the Americas and other markets the

8 – GODET-0.25.indd
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Embracing
the wine
category

03

sell – research is crucial, according to
Christophe Balaÿ, global travel retail
director at Gérard Bertrand (Red Village
K11). “Before creating products or building
business propositions for our travel retail
partners, we have a marketing team
dedicated to market studies, with constant
benchmarking work,” he said, adding that
“the Gérard Bertrand company has, from
its beginning, a clear positioning as an
innovator in trends, with the development
of organic wines ranges for example”.

Attracting consumers

Has the wine category been overlooked in travel
retail? Jessica Harvey finds out how some
companies have begun to make a success of
appealing on the big global stage.

While global travel retail remains a
luxury market, for some, it makes
sense to mirror this with an offering
that would not be an unseemly fit
amongst other prestigious brands.
For instance, the Gérard Bertrand brand
features only super premium wines. “We
select the highest ranges of wines with

Historically, global travel retail has
not been a natural environment
for travelling consumers to select
the latest wine offerings. But
times are changing, as many wine
companies attest – when brands
have successfully embarked on
distribution within their domestic
markets, targeting duty free next just
seems to make sense.

(MLP) wines have opened up the travel

luxury packaging for our travel retail

retail range to the informal casual wine

clients,” said Balaÿ, reminding that the

consumer who loves the fact that the

company’s luxury products such as its

bottle is better for the environment and

super premium gift sets are tailored to

can be consumed by the pool, beach,

the needs of travel retail consumers.

whilst hiking, at a music festival, or sports

Similarly, Inniskillin Icewine (Yellow

event,” showing that wine need not tread

Village D26) has also been aligned with

the same path as spirits within travel

luxury, according to Amanda Dolotowicz,

retail. “MLP has been merchandised

business development manager for travel

away from the liquor area at airports and

retail at Constellation Company – Vincor.

therefore captured the consumer who

Dolotowicz pointed out that “this luxury

“With Follador now available in over 20

would never have considered entering

market is a perfect fit for this brand”. To

domestic markets, we see travel retail

the liquor area, but was encouraged to

take advantage of this, the Icewines are

as the next logical step,” said Anthony

buy wine in this bottle as it has other

positioned in 72 countries and featured

Franklin, managing director, Follador

advantages,” said Geoghegan, hinting that

on 33 airlines, catching the attention

(Blue Village G13), pointing out that it

visibility is important for a wine brand, so

of millions of travellers globally.

offers and communication concepts,”

offers “the chance to showcase the brand”

its appeal is not swallowed up by louder

But with all that competition, how are

said Defaut. “We do think, observing our

as well as “an opportunity to be seen

displays within the wider drinks sector.

wines meant to grab attention?

sales, that we are quite successful in that

alongside the right competitive set”.

“Our strategy in travel retail is to build

“We carry out in-shop tastings and once the

matter (+16% in 2010 versus 2009). We

“Travel retail is a glamorous and dynamic

strong relationships with our trade partners

passenger tastes and touches the bottle

are challenging ourselves every year.”

environment, where the audience has

based on construction of awareness,

they are happy to buy,” said Geoghegan,

According to Geoghegan, however, it is

the time and the interest to really engage

visibility and image,” said Caroline Defaut,

adding: “The POS we use explains about the

more about creating your own space and

with our products,” he said. So, why

director of marketing and communication

weight benefit and usage occasion.” Could

setting wine apart from other offerings,

would it not be right for wine? Wine

at Champagne Nicolas Feuillatte (Red

it simply be all about educating consumers

rather than trying to stand out among a

offerings need simply be marketed

Village J18). Defaut added that sometimes

about each product?

sea of others. “The main strategy is to

well to the travelling consumer.

a well-crafted promotion can “help to

Champagne Nicolas Feuillatte’s strategy,

create areas within travel retail outlets

Barry Geoghegan managing director at

boost sales at certain periods of time”.

if not to set the trend, is “to surprise our

where all the wines are in the Friendly

Barry Global Innovation (Paul Sapin, Blue

But a wine company should never

consumers and non-consumers every

MLP bottle so passengers know where

Village H17) said that “multi-layered PET

go in cold assuming its product will

year with innovative, creative and original

to find their favourite wines,” he said.

01 Anthony Franklin, managing director,
Follador: “Travel retail is a glamorous
and dynamic environment, where the
audience has the time and the interest to
really engage with our products.”
02 Inniskillin’s Icewines are positioned in
72 countries and featured on 33 airlines,
catching the attention of millions of
travellers globally.
03 Christophe Balaÿ, global travel retail
director, Gérard Bertrand: “Before
creating products or building business
propositions for our travel retail partners,
we have a marketing team dedicated
to market studies, with constant
benchmarking work.”
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This tactic also helps the global travel

05

retail market as a whole, because it adds
something rather than cannibalises
other premium drinks offerings.
“We are focused on the total cohort of wine
consumers, not just the very few fine wine
purchasers,” said Geoghegan. “Statistics
vary, but the general acceptance is that
fine wine makes up between 3-8% of wines
sold. We are very happy that we can coexist alongside this premium category and
our range targets the balance – i.e. 92-97%
of the market. This strategy ensures that
we do not cannibalise existing (profitable)
wine sales and will increase penetration
and conversion rates at airports.”
Louise Wilson, international sales manager at
Andrew Peller Ltd (Blue Village G19), agrees
that sometimes a product’s point of difference
can be its biggest selling point. “Peller
Estates' popular Ice Cuvée Rosé – a sparkling
wine made with hand-picked Chardonnay,
Pinot Noir and Cabernet Franc grapes with
a dosage of Canadian Icewine – is the top
selling wine at the Peller Estates Winery in

04 Distilleria Bottega has added to its Gold
family with Birillo – a 20cl mini bottle created
to target a young audience and aimed at those
wishing to attend discos, clubs and bars, who
want something easy to carry around.
05 Champagne Nicolas Feuillatte’s strategy is to
surprise consumers every year with innovative, creative
and original offers and communication concepts.

Niagara-on-the-Lake, Canada,” she said,
showing that it’s not always about ‘fitting in’.

Peller Icewine lovers are found worldwide
and are eager to hear our special story

Promotional activity

in their own language,” said Wilson.

So, what are the most successful ways

Also launching are Gérard Bertrand’s

to promote wine in global travel retail?

natural sweet wines from the South of

Geoghegan said that “the most successful

France – Collection Rare. “These rare

promotions are where the company does

and precious wines are a witness to a rich

multi-buy deals – i.e. buy three for £25”.

heritage, revealing the unique expression

Meanwhile, Dolotowicz explained that Vincor’s

of three different terroirs and inviting

main goal is to grow the business year-

the wine-lover to share in this bottle

on-year with “new product offerings, new

an intense emotional experience and

promotional activity and with limited time

unforgettable memories,” said Balaÿ.

value added offers or premium packaging”.

Other introductions for the wine

“Travel retail promotions are vitally

category include Distilleria Bottega’s

important,” reminded Franklin. So

(Yellow Village A16) addition to its Gold

which wines are currently launching

family. Its new wine, the Birillo, is a 20cl

that deserve some time in the aisles?

mini bottle created to target a young

“Following on from our very successful

audience and aimed at those wishing

launch of the travel retail exclusive range

to attend discos, clubs and bars, who

of MLP wines, we will now be presenting

want something easy to carry around.

the range in 18.75cl due to operator

Distilleria Bottega is also presenting

demand,” said Geoghegan,

a new look for its Il Vino dei Poeti

hinting that “the core range has

Gold – a special sparkling wine from

already been listed in over 45

the Prosecco area of the Treviso

points of sale between airports,

province. The gilding of the bottle,

border shops and port shops”.

besides its aesthetic impact, protects

Also, this year, Champagne Nicolas

the wine against any source of light,

Feuillatte is set to present a brand

keeping the features of the Prosecco

overhaul for its existing collection.

unchanged for over 12 months.

“We will also present some new

Harston Cellars (Yellow Village

product development concerning

B23) is introducing Royal Tokaji

Palmes d’Or,” said Defaut.

Essencia 2003 and Royal Tokaji

The company has recently

Mézes Mály 2003, the very

been working on “specific
merchandising solutions

premium presentation.

to answer the travel retail

Vincor is offering a new

category in terms of visibility”,

Duo Icewine pack. Follador

such as “floor standing

marks its arrival in the sector

merchandisers, window

with its premium Prosecco

decorations guidelines”.

range – Valdobbiadene

Over at Andrew Peller

Prosecco Superiore D.O.C.G.

Ltd, the company has just

– with a range of luxury gift

introduced a 2D bar code on

packaging to show it really

its labels. “When scanned

belongs in airports. And

with a smartphone the

why not? Global travel retail

code reveals the fascinating

may have been missing

story of Peller Icewine in

a trick by not embracing

five languages. We feel this is
an important addition, as we know that
14 – TFWA DAILY

unique luxury wines, with a

04

everything the wine category
has to offer. Until now, that is.
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02

01 BAT’s Kent Convertibles;
the company’s capsule
technology allows the
consumer to change the taste.
02 Imperial Tobacco’s
classic Davidoff presentation
box ensures instant
brand recognition.

Innovation &
Brand Recognition
In challenging times, the tobacco companies who
embrace innovation are giving themselves a leg
up in their bid to attract both retail and travel
customers. Cahir McDaid reports.
By catching the eye of consumers
with innovative uses of packaging and
promotion, tobacco consumers and
retailers are increasingly drawn into
the world of the brand.

world it is operating. He said: “Our product
development and presentation programme
can only be done one way, which gives
us the opportunity to market only the
best of handmade cigars worldwide to
all our retail and consumer customers,

The key appears to be to attract

offering the same high standard to all.”

customers by offering a wide range

So the need to continually reinvent is not

of tobacco products based on the vital

a huge priority for the company. It’s the

elements of packaging, flavour and blend.

quality of the product that counts. Happily

But does innovation get in the way of

for J.C. Newman, the above products

consistent brand recognition? Are the

(which will be exhibited at TFWA World

two mutually exclusive? Is there a risk

Exhibition this year) have been rated by

that constant innovation and redesign

Cigar Afficionado magazine as the best non-

will marginalise the power of the brand

Cuban cigar collection, with a rating of 94%.

and isolate regular consumers?

16 – TFWA DAILY

Over the past five years, J.C. Newman Cigar

The importance of innovation

Company (Blue Village B1) has developed a

Dr. Jennifer Thanscheidt, corporate affairs

selection of three Nicaraguan cigar brands:

manager – Global Duty Free at Imperial

Quorom, Luis Martinez and the Brick House

Tobacco (Golden Village GO6) is a big

cigar collection. Each cigar brand offers the

believer in the importance of constant

cigar connoisseur a different blend of aged

innovation. This is true not only of the

tobacco leaf, flavour, packaging and price.

products, but additionally in their marketing

By delivering a range of products suitable

and promotion. Dr. Thanscheidt said:

for different consumer markets, J.C.

“Innovation is critical to attract the traveller

Newman is able to tap into those markets

towards the category and to convert not

and cater for all. But John Bodycombe,

only travellers to shoppers to buyers, but

managing director of export sales at

also to brand convert within the category.

J.C. Newman Cigar Company, doesn’t

Innovation plays a very important role in

deem it necessary to alter the company’s

creating attractive in-store scenery. The key

strategies depending on where in the

is to ensure that the category – and brands
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J. Cortès’ innovative and compact leather-look duty free box.

Dr. Thanscheidt:
Looking ahead, after two very
difficult years for the industry in
general, passenger traffic and
spending is now back on an upward
trend – and that is good news for
all of us in the industry.
within it – are displayed and merchandised

trade presenters, and information sheets.

to the best effect. We see it as vital for

In addition, there are hollow cubes and

building our core brands Davidoff and

innovative showcasing tools aimed at

Gauloises in international markets.”

consumers for the Gauloises brand,

Special editions are an important

along with image promotions which

development for strategic brands

have run since May in key airports.

such as Davidoff and Gauloises –

Dr. Thanscheidt added: “Looking ahead,

travellers are increasingly looking for

after two very difficult years for the

exclusive presentations in duty free

industry in general, passenger traffic

and Imperial Tobacco understands

and spending is now back on an upward

the need to meet that requirement.

trend – and that is good news for all of us

Dr. Thanscheidt continued: “This year we

in the industry. We want to discuss our

introduced the Davidoff Cigarettes Book

product and promotional initiatives for

Edition and the Gauloises Blondes Cube,

2012 with our customers to obtain valuable

both supported by in-store touch screen

feedback, whilst continuing to develop our

promotions, offering travellers the chance

already strong partnership agreements

to enter a prize draw for holidays of a

with retailers globally. Imperial Tobacco’s

lifetime in the case of Davidoff and a limited

key challenge is to understand the travel

edition branded suitcase for Gauloises.”

environment and trends in travelling.”

The Davidoff Cigarettes Book Edition is

She added: “To grow our brands we are

presented in a book format to emphasise

committed to more innovation in terms

the brand’s heritage and quality in a

of special duty free editions and offers;

contemporary way. Chosen as a synonym

differentiated products and packaging;

for quality and timeless tradition, the Book

creating more gift-orientated presentations

Edition combines the successful story of the

and persuading consumers – through

pack design relaunch and the heritage of

exciting in-store theatre – to both ‘trade

the brand. The book contains 200 Davidoff

up’ and switch to Imperial brands.

cigarettes, which are available in Classic,

Imperial Tobacco has an exceptionally

Lights, One, and Slims variations. Special

strong portfolio of brands, with globally

‘bookshelves’ have been designed to display

popular Davidoff, Gauloises and West,

the Book Edition, along with branded

as well as many regional favourites.

gondolas for standard Davidoff cartons.

We have successfully kept these

The Gauloises Blondes unique Cuba-

brands ‘in trend’ and up to date.”

shaped sleeve – designed along the lines
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of a Rubik’s Cube – contains 10 packs of 20

Engaging the consumer

cigarettes and is available in blue, red and

Joanna Kamarinopoulos, PR manager

yellow variations. Both launches have been

for Karelia Tobacco Company (Bay Village

supported at trade and consumer level;

BAY6), also stresses the importance of

the former with advertising campaigns,

in-store innovation to catch the eye of the

LIQUOR & TOBACCO supplement
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tobacco consumer. She said: “We continue

category, and Karelia Slims, its top export

to strengthen our position in this highly

brand family. Kamarinopoulos added:

competitive industry with an innovative

“To this end, consumer preference and

portfolio that is both creative and inspiring

profile, price positioning and the growth

for the duty free/travel retail environment,

and development of particular segments

and with our ability to engage the consumer

are among the relevant factors we consider

through our exclusive packaging and our

in our approach to development.”

high quality customised merchandising

This year, KT & G (Marine Village S14) will

units. Wherever possible, and provided

introduce the flagship superslim ESSE

that there is available space, the success

and BOHEM, which are made with 30% of

of our formats is supported by attention-

premium cigar leaves, giving them a unique

grabbing gondolas and wall units in duty

taste and aroma from other cigarettes.

free outlets, the most recent of which have

That is in addition to new brand RAISON.

been placed at outlets in Spain, Egypt and

In relation to the theme of innovative

in Turkey, where we have lately increased

packaging, KT & G has developed a special

the number of merchandising units.”

pack design for Cigar Master (a special

The approach seems to be paying

version of BOHEM) showcasing a unique

dividends, given Karelia Tobacco Company’s

and vintage style. The Cigar Master has

cooperation with a major British airline

a transparent window on the surface so

for the brand Karelia Slims Menthol,

that the customer can identify the cigar

which has seen sales increase by more

leaf wrapped cigarettes inside the pack.

than +20% in the first half of 2011.

KT & G has also adopted the application

Karelia Tobacco Company focuses its

of special technologies in its quest for

strategy on expanding its presence in

innovation. Kelly Song, duty free manager

share of brands and profile of travellers.”

to innovation is two-fold. He said: “British

both established and new markets,

at KT & G, said: “The development of

This highlights that KT & G is aware

American Tobacco is always anxious to

while achieving stronger market

various types of filters, the ultra low

of the potential disharmony between

embrace innovation in many varying ways.

positions for its popular brand families

tar brand and cigarette paper with less

innovation and a consistent brand image,

On the one hand, with our brands which

through the complementing launches

smell have all been introduced. The most

but the company is working hard to

are consumer-relevant and innovative,

of new, innovative products.

KT & G’s BOHEM is made with 30% of premium
cigar leaves and contains a unique taste and
aroma different from other cigarettes.

important thing for KT & G is for the brand

ensure that the two can co-exist and,

such as capsule technology which allow

An example is the successful rollout of the

owner to accentuate a consistent brand

indeed, add value to the company.

the consumer to change the taste. On

Omé family reinforced by the new Menthol

image. In this sense, KT & G puts priority

variant, the George Karelias and Sons

on keeping up a consistent brand image

Exciting packaging

area by learning more about tobacco

line, in particular the RYO version that has

in all regions. However, promotion and

Marketing director Michael Bech-Jansen

consumers by running various consumer

become very well-known due to increased

marketing strategies could vary in different

of British American Tobacco (Bay Village

researches, by investing in those who work

consumer demand in this particular

regions depending on market size, market

Bay Terrace) said the company’s approach

in the area by equipping them with the
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the other hand, BAT is investing in the
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Mehari’s innovative
travel retail pack
provides useful
information for
consumers.

03 Christian Vonthron, senior
vice president travel retail & duty
free at Oettinger Davidoff Group:
“Due to the evolution of the legal
environment, smaller cigars are
benefiting. We are following this
trend and are making it possible
for aficionados to enjoy ‘short
smokes’ which are offered by the
Davidoff Puro d’Oro Momentos,
Winston Churchill Lancaster and
Winston Churchill Spitfire.”

03

right information, support and training

and will not deter current consumers.

with the help of BAT’s global consumer

An innovative approach to the size of the

communication. We are also producing

tobacco product has been investigated by

a long-term solution to retail furniture

Oettinger Davidoff Group (Riviera Village

such as the ‘Next Generation Furniture’

RH8). Christian Vonthron, senior vice

solution. It enables retailers to house

president travel retail & duty free at

the products in the best way, but also

Oettinger Davidoff Group, said: “Due to

allows them to easily adapt to any new

the evolution of the legal environment,

requirement as and when necessary.”

smaller cigars are benefiting. We are

Innovative packaging is also key to J.

following this trend and are making

Cortès’ (Marine Village S6) approach.

it possible for aficionados to enjoy

J. Cortès is launching the Mini and

‘short smokes’ which are offered by

Dominican Mini cigar in an innovative

the Davidoff Puro d’Oro Momentos,

compact leather look duty free box.

Winston Churchill Lancaster and

Each box contains five tins of 10 mini

Winston Churchill Spitfire.”

premium cigarillos that can easily

This year, Agio Cigars (Yellow Village

be removed by a handy ribbon. The

H49) is focused on package design and

brand new concept will exclusively be

on providing more information to the

with a photo banderol so the consumer

available in duty free shops worldwide.

consumer. Gertrude Storminck, export

immediately knows which cigars

A new tin is also being unveiled by

manager, said: “We have developed

are inside.”

Scandinavian Tobacco Group (Blue

attractive and convenient travel retail

So as we can see, at this year’s TFWA

Village D10), but it has focused its

packs for our main brands Mehari’s,

World Exhibition, innovative approaches

innovation efforts on flavour in addition

Agio Tip and Panter. These travel retail

to packaging, ingredients, promotions,

to packaging. For the Café Crème Filter

packs provide useful information. On

in-store displays and even cigar size

& Flavour range, Scandinavian Tobacco

the travel pack we give the consumer

have been adopted by leading tobacco

Group has used a completely different

product information – which tobacco is

companies. But this is in tandem

box than is normally used for cigars.

used, how the cigar is put together, etc

with maintaining a consistent brand

Because the tin is so unique, the

– and details about content, such as how

image and not to its detriment.

interest of both retailers and travellers

many cigars are inside, are mentioned.

All are aware of the need to maintain

has been piqued. This is a brave and

For our premium Balmoral Dominican

their current consumer base and brand

Eye-catching displays and packaging to

exciting development and suggests

Selection cigars, we developed a nice gift

recognition is vital to this. However,

arouse the senses of travellers is a useful

that the company is confident the new

box containing different models of high

there is always room for new ideas and

tool and one that the leading tobacco

packaging will add to its growing brand

quality cigars. The gift box is wrapped

fresh thinking to attract new customers.

companies will continue to explore.

04 Karelia Tobacco Company’s
Omé superslims. Joanna
Kamarinopoulos, PR manager,
Karelia Tobacco Company:
“Wherever possible, and provided
that there is available space, the
success of our formats is supported
by attention-grabbing gondolas and
wall units in duty free outlets.”
05 Scandinavian Tobacco Group has
a brand new tin for its Café Crème
Filter & Flavour Range.

05

04
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